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Abstract

The swelling of clay at high temperature and pressure is important for

applications including nuclear waste storage but is not well understood. A

molecular dynamics study of the swelling of Na montmorillonite in the water

at several temperatures (T = 298, 400, and 500 K) and water environment

pressures (Pe = 5 and 100 MPa) is reported here. Adopting a rarely used

setup that enables swelling pressure to be resolved with an accuracy of ∼1

MPa, the swelling pressure was computed at basal spacings 1.6-2.6 nm (or

2-5 water layers between clay sheets), which has not been widely studied

before. At T = 298 K and Pe = 5 MPa, swelling pressure Ps oscillates at

d-spacing d smaller than 2.2 nm and decays monotonically as d increases.

Increasing T to 500 K but keeping Pe at 5 MPa, Ps remains oscillatory at

small d, but its repulsive peak at d = 2.2 nm shifts to ∼2.0 nm and Ps
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at different d-spacings can grow more attractive or repulsive. At d > 2.0

nm, Ps is weakened greatly. Keeping T at 500 K and increasing Pe to 100

MPa, Ps recovers toward that at T = 298 K and Pe = 5 MPa, however,

the repulsive peak at d = 2.0 nm remains the same. The opposite effects of

increasing temperature and pressure on the density and dielectric screening

of water, which control ion correlations and thus double layer repulsion,

are essential for understanding the observed swelling pressure at elevated

temperatures and its response to environment pressures.
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1. INTRODUCTION1

Expansive clay minerals such as montmorillonite play crucial roles in nu-2

clear waste disposal (Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013; Sellin and Leupin, 2013),3

geologic sequestration of carbon dioxide (Busch et al., 2008; Giesting et al.,4

2012; Romanov, 2013) and shale gas extraction (Javadpour et al., 2007;5

Busch et al., 2008; Ross and Bustin, 2009). For example, successful depo-6

sition of radioactive waste in deep geological formations is determined by7

the alterations in the swelling, permeability, radionuclide retention capabil-8

ity, and sealing ability of barrier because of the interaction with geofluids9

(Pusch, 1979; Yong et al., 1986). Bentonite, as a suitable barrier material,10

is mostly composed of montmorillonite and readily swells when coming into11

contact with groundwater. While much attention has been paid to swelling12

of clay at room temperature, swelling is expected to occur at elevated tem-13

peratures because significant amount of heat is generated due to radioactive14

decay (Cho et al., 2000; Villar and Lloret, 2004; Villar et al., 2010). Hence,15

it is important to study the swelling behavior of montmorillonite in water16

subject to hydraulic and thermal changes for their optimization as nuclear17

waste barrier materials.18

Swelling pressure, also called disjoining pressure, is the difference be-19

tween the pressure in fluid applied to a surface confining it and the pressure20

in the bulk of the fluid. Swelling pressure controls the expansion of the21

montmorillonite (Sposito, 1972; Low, 1980; Kahr et al., 1990; Komine and22

Ogata, 2004). The swelling of clay generally takes place in two stages:23
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crystalline swelling and osmotic swelling (Norrish, 1954; Fink and Thomas,24

1964; Sposito, 1972; Yong, 1999; Saiyouri et al., 2004). The crystalline25

swelling is mainly driven by the hydration force of exchangeable cations26

and negatively charged surfaces when no more than four layers of water are27

intercalated between the clay sheets while the osmotic swelling is motivated28

by the double layer force when d-spacing is large, which can increase the29

clay volume by about 20 times (Norrish, 1954; Yong, 1999; Saiyouri et al.,30

2004). Generally, the swelling pressure of two charged surfaces separated31

by nanometer distance is contributed mainly by hydration and double layer32

forces (Israelachvili, 2011; Schlaich et al., 2018) and the additivity of those33

two forces has been assumed for fitting the swelling pressure (McIntosh34

et al., 1990; Parsegian et al., 1991; Popa et al., 2010; Trefalt et al., 2017;35

Schlaich et al., 2018).36

There are many experimental studies devoted to the effect of tempera-37

ture on the swelling pressure of montmorillonite (Yong et al., 1962; Couture,38

1985; Pusch and Karnland, 1990; Pusch et al., 1990; Cho et al., 2000; Pusch39

et al., 2003; Villar and Lloret, 2004; Villar et al., 2010; Ye et al., 2013, 2014;40

Bag and Rabbani, 2017; Tripathy et al., 2017). Interestingly, both decreas-41

ing and increasing trends of swelling pressure as temperature increases were42

reported because of the different clay types, exchangeable cation types, and43

experimental conditions. The reduction of swelling pressure at elevated44

temperatures has been reasoned with reduced double layer force (Tripathy45

et al., 2017), water loss inside the pore (Couture, 1985; Villar and Lloret,46
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2004; Villar et al., 2010), and cement formation (Pusch et al., 2003; Ye et al.,47

2014). Meanwhile, the water environment pressure can be changed by tem-48

perature under restraints (Komine and Ogata, 1996; Schanz and Tripathy,49

2009). The interplay among pore water pressure, hydration pressure, and50

osmotic pressure have been considered to be responsible for the increasing51

trend of swelling pressure as increasing temperature (Cho et al., 2000; Bag52

and Rabbani, 2017). Other reasons, such as increased double layer pressure53

(Pusch and Karnland, 1990; Ye et al., 2013), and increased thermal en-54

ergy (Yong et al., 1962) are also used to explain the temperature enhanced55

swelling pressure.56

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are powerful tools for studying57

clay swelling (Chávez-Páez et al., 2001; Whitley and Smith, 2004; Tambach58

et al., 2004; de Pablo et al., 2005; Tambach et al., 2006; Honorio et al., 2017;59

Li et al., 2019; Akinwunmi et al., 2019). However, relatively few simulation60

studies (de Pablo et al., 2005; Honorio et al., 2017; Akinwunmi et al., 2019)61

explored the temperature or pressure effects on the swelling pressure of62

montmorillonite. Honorio et al. (Honorio et al., 2017) applied the grand63

canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations to study the temperature effect64

on the swelling pressure. They found that the temperature slightly reduces65

the range of swelling pressure of clay with basal spacing less than 1.6 nm.66

But due to relatively large uncertainties in GCMC, the effect of temperature67

for cases with larger d-spacing is not apparent. Besides, it is challenging to68

calculate water chemical potential under high pressure, which is necessary69
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for GCMC simulations (Honorio et al., 2017). Akinwunmi and colleagues70

(Akinwunmi et al., 2019) applied the spring sensor approach (Sun et al.,71

2015) for measuring the swelling pressure, and an increment in swelling72

pressure was observed with increasing temperature, which was attributed73

to the increase in the thermal motion of water molecules. However, it is74

not clear how and whether the water environment pressure was controlled75

at different temperatures. It appears that only Honorio and colleagues76

(Honorio et al., 2017) explicitly examined the effect of water environment77

pressure. They observed that the swelling pressure isotherms of clay are78

hardly affected by the pressure of the water environment in the range of 154-79

222 MPa at 500 K. However, the effect of water environment pressure under80

a moderate pressure range (e.g., tens of bars as in nuclear waste disposal81

applications) is lacking. Therefore, more investigations are required for a82

better understanding of the temperature and pressure effects on the swelling83

pressure of clay.84

In this work, a molecular system that can resolve swelling pressure with85

very small uncertainties were adopted for studying the swelling pressure of86

Na montmorillonite with multiple water layers. We focused on d-spacing in87

the range of 1.60-2.60 nm to study the hydration and double layer forces,88

as well as their interplay. This range is consistent with the macroscopic89

experiment where clay is saturated to fully develop the swelling pressure90

with d-spacing larger than around 1.85 nm (Villar et al., 2012). The tem-91

perature and pressure effects on the swelling pressure were investigated at92
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several temperatures (T = 298, 400, and 500 K) and water environment93

pressures (Pe = 5 and 100 MPa). The selected conditions are within the94

temperature and pressure range used in the hydration phase diagrams of95

clay for stability analysis (Bird, 1984; Honorio et al., 2017). Based on MD96

simulations performed on these systems, the underlying mechanisms were97

delineated by analyzing the change of hydration pressure from molecular98

density profiles, and by comparing the double layer pressure with that pre-99

dicted by the classical Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation.100

2. METHODOLOGY101

2.1. System Setup102

Figure 1 shows the setup of the molecular system. The system consisted103

of two parallel layers of water-saturated clay sandwiched between two water104

environments. Notably, the clay stack in the experiment typically consists105

of many layers. The effect of the neighboring clay layer on swelling pressure106

is not considered in this work to be consistent with the classical PB equation107

and it is worth investigating the system with more than two clay layers in108

the future. To prevent the leakage of cations into the water environments,109

two implicit walls that only interact with Na+ ions were implemented near110

the edges of the clay layers. Two bounding pistons were used for controlling111

the water environment pressure Pe, as shown in the figure. The left piston112

was fixed during the simulation, while the right piston was allowed to move113

with an appropriate force exerted on it. Periodic boundary conditions were114
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applied in all directions, but two vacuum spaces were inserted outside of115

the pistons to mitigate the periodicity in the z-direction.116

The system measured 11.15, 3.66, and 28.00 nm in the x, y, and z-117

directions, respectively. The clay was Wyoming-type Na montmorillonite118

and its unit cell formula is Na0.75[Si7.75Al0.25][Al3.5Mg0.5]O20[OH]4. This119

montmorillonite has both octahedral and tetrahedral substitutions assigned120

based on the formula obeying the Loewenstein’s rule (Loewenstein, 1954).121

The isomorphic substitutions in this work were uniformly distributed consis-122

tent with the uniform model used in Ngouana and Kalinichev (Ngouana W123

and Kalinichev, 2014). Remarkably, the structural arrangements of the124

isomorphic substitutions have slightly but noticeably effects on the hydra-125

tion energy of montmorillonite with 1 to 4 water layers (Ngouana W and126

Kalinichev, 2014). One clay layer had 96 unit cells (3840 atoms) with di-127

mensions of 0.66, 3.66, and 12.66 nm in x, y, and z-directions. Various cases128

with d-spacing in the range of 1.60-2.60 nm were implemented, which al-129

lowed us to study the swelling pressure in both the crystalline swelling and130

osmotic swelling stages. This range is consistent with the macroscopic ex-131

periment where clay is saturated to fully develop the swelling pressure with132

d-spacing larger than around 1.85 nm (Villar et al., 2012). The distances133

in the x-direction between simulation box edges and the closest clay layer134

surfaces were more than 3.5 nm to effectively eliminate the interaction of135

clay layers with their periodic images. Depending on the temperature and136

pressure, the numbers of water molecules in the system were in the range137
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of 18500-25000. Meanwhile, the sizes of water environments and vacuum138

spaces in the z-direction were around 3.0 nm. The swelling pressure was139

computed by dividing the force exerted on each layer over the area. The140

total force felt by one solid layer includes that by the water, ions, and the141

other solid layer. It is worth mentioning that the forces between all solid142

atoms are considered in the total force calculation. The internal forces be-143

tween atoms within each clay layer sum to zero and does not contribute to144

the total force based on Newton’s third law.145

The setup adopted here has some similarities with the one proposed by146

Sun and co-workers (Sun et al., 2015), however, there are also important147

differences. Firstly, pistons were used here to control the pressure of water148

environments while the bulk water pressure was not explicitly controlled149

in their simulation. Secondly, both clay sheets were fixed in the present150

setup, while one of the clay sheets were attached to a spring in their model.151

As will be discussed in the next section, their approach may smooth the152

swelling pressure curve. Finally, given the importance of osmotic pressure,153

implicit walls preventing the leakage of counter-ions into bulk water from154

the interlamellar spacing were adopted here.155

2.2. Simulation Details156

MD simulations were carried out using LAMMPS package (Plimpton,157

1993). The force field parameters for the montmorillonite atoms were taken158

from ClayFF (Cygan et al., 2004). Each clay layer had a surface charge159

density of -0.1245 C/m2, and it was fixed by not updating the positions160
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of clay atoms during the simulation to be consistent with the isochoric161

condition in the experiment (Villar and Lloret, 2004; Villar et al., 2010).162

The rigid SPC water model (Berendsen et al., 1987) was adopted. The163

Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rule was applied to obtain the Lennard-Jones pa-164

rameters between unlike atoms. Those molecular models had been verified165

in our earlier studies (Kadoura et al., 2016a,b; Li et al., 2019; Yang et al.,166

2019). A cutoff distance of 1.2 nm was used for short-range van der Waals167

interactions, and the PPPM method with a force precision of 1e-5 was used168

for long-range electrostatic interactions. A Nosé-Hoover thermostat with169

a relaxation time of 100 fs was applied to control the temperature. The170

equations of motion were integrated by the velocity Verlet algorithm with171

a time step of 2 fs. The systems were run for at least 20 ns for equilibrium,172

followed by 35-150 ns production run for sampling the results.173

3. RESULTS174

3.1. Swelling Pressure at 298 K and 5 MPa175

Figure 2 displays the measured swelling pressure as a function of d-176

spacing (d) in the range of 1.60-2.60 nm at 298 K and 5 MPa. The swelling177

pressure oscillates at d smaller than 2.20 nm and decays monotonically as d178

increases. The swelling pressure peaks are 19.17 and 2.93 MPa at 1.80 and179

2.20 nm, separately. The swelling pressure valleys are -19.52 and 0.33 MPa180

at 1.60 and 1.95 nm, separately. For the largest d of 2.60 nm, the swelling181

pressure is around 1.09 MPa. It is important to note that the accuracy of182
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the location of valleys and peaks described in this section is limited by the183

low resolution of d-spacings, especially for the case at 1.60 nm.184

3.2. Temperature Effects on the Swelling Pressure185

Figure 3 presents the swelling pressure as a function of d-spacing at T =186

298, 400, and 500 K. The pressure in the water environment is 5 MPa for187

all cases. The effect of temperature on the swelling pressure depends on188

d. For d ≤ 1.80 nm, as T increases, the magnitude of swelling pressure189

decreases, i.e., repulsive (Ps > 0) and attractive (Ps < 0) pressure becomes190

less repulsive and attractive, respectively. For d > 2.20 nm, swelling pres-191

sure decreases as T increases. For 1.80 nm < d ≤ 2.20 nm, increasing192

T generally decreases swelling pressure, but a non-monotonic temperature193

effect is seen for d in the range of 2.00-2.10 nm.194

3.3. Pressure Effects on the Swelling Pressure195

Figure 4 displays the swelling pressure values as a function of d-spacing196

at 500 K and different water environment pressures (5 and 100 MPa). In-197

creasing the environment pressure enhances the attraction for d < 1.80 nm198

and repulsion for d ≥ 1.80 nm, while it does not change the shape (e.g., lo-199

cations of the peaks and valleys) of the swelling pressure isotherm notably.200

Overall, increasing the environment pressure moves the swelling pressure201

isotherm at 500 K toward that at 298 K, however, the repulsive peak at d202

= 2.0 nm remains the same.203
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4. Discussion204

4.1. Swelling Pressure at 298 K and 5 MPa205

The oscillatory swelling pressure shown in Figure 2 is consistent with206

prior GCMC studies at d ≤ 1.60 nm (Chávez-Páez et al., 2001; Tambach207

et al., 2004; Whitley and Smith, 2004; Tambach et al., 2006; Honorio et al.,208

2017; Li et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019). For 1.60 < d < 2.20 nm, the209

oscillation of the swelling pressure is difficult to ascertain in GCMC simula-210

tions due to their relatively large statistical uncertainties, but this is clearly211

observed here, in line with surface force apparatus measurements and liquid-212

vapor MD calculations (Pashley and Israelachvili, 1984; Leng, 2012). The213

results by Sun et al. (Sun et al., 2015) do not show the oscillation over214

the similar d-spacing range, probably because of the low surface charge of215

their clay and the usage of a spring setup for force measurement that may216

smooth the pressure curve.217

For hydrophilic, charged clay surfaces, the swelling pressure at d-spacings218

considered here is expected to be contributed mainly by hydration and219

double layer forces (Israelachvili, 2011; Schlaich et al., 2018). Here, the220

oscillation of swelling pressure in Fig. 2, which is typical of hydration inter-221

actions between rigid, crystalline surfaces, suggests that hydration forces222

likely contribute greatly to the swelling pressure at d < 2.20 nm and cer-223

tainly dominates the swelling pressure at d ≤ 1.80 nm. For d > 2.20 nm,224

the swelling pressure shows no discernible oscillation and thus is dominated225

by double layer interactions.226
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The hydration interactions underlying the swelling pressure was first ex-227

amined by studying the evolution of the liquid structure in the pore enclosed228

by the two clay layers. Figure 5 displays the one-dimensional density pro-229

files of water and Na+ ions across the pore at d corresponding to the local230

maximum and minimum of the swelling pressure (densities for all cases are231

shown in Fig. S1-10 in the Supporting Information). The density profiles232

of water (Na+ ions) near quasi-isolated clay surfaces (i.e., those near the233

outer surface of the clay layers in Fig. 1) are shifted and plotted using thin234

dotted (dashed) lines as references. In all cases, distinct layering of water235

is observed in the pore formed by the clay surfaces. As d increases from236

1.60 to 2.60 nm, the number of distinct water layer inside the pore increases237

from 2 to 5 (for d > 2.2 nm, see Fig. S9-10). However, the position and238

height of the first water density peak near the clay surface remain essen-239

tially unchanged, indicating that the first water layer is strongly associated240

with the clay surface. The water layer further away from the clay surface,241

however, changes notably as d increases. These changes originate from the242

interactions between water layers adjacent to the opposing clay surfaces and243

the change of ion distribution in the pore space between the clay surfaces244

(see Fig 5a, c, e, and g) (Feng et al., 2010; Leng, 2012) as d changes.245

With the water structure shown in Fig. 5, the contribution of hydration246

interactions to the swelling pressure can be understood as follows. As d247

decreases from 1.95 to 1.60 nm, the number of water layers inside the pore248

decreases from 3 to 2. The squeeze-out of a water layer that is closely249
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associated with its neighboring water layers and the subsequent stabilization250

of two water layers in the pore first leads to the strong hydration repulsion251

and then an attraction, (Israelachvili, 2011) which are manifested as the252

swelling pressure peak at d = 1.80 nm and valley at d = 1.6 nm. Similarly,253

the reduction of the number of water layers inside the pore decreases from 4254

to 3 is accompanied by a pair of repulsive peak and valley at 2.20 and 1.95255

nm, respectively. The height (depth) of the peak (valley) is much smaller256

than that corresponds to the reduction of water layers from 3 to 2 because257

the removed water layer is more bulk-like, and its interactions with the258

remaining water layers are weaker. The hydration pressure associated with259

the transition from 5 to 4 water layers in the pore is even weaker (see Fig.260

S9 and Fig. 5g). Consequently, no oscillation of the swelling pressure is261

discerned in Fig. 2.262

The double layer interactions underlying the swelling pressure was next263

examined by analyzing the ion distributions and using theories for double264

layer forces. Figure 5 shows selected Na+ ion density profiles (profiles for265

all cases are shown in Fig. S1-10 in the Supporting Information). The266

ions adsorbed onto montmorillonite surfaces form inner- and outer-sphere267

surface complexes, which is consistent with earlier simulations (Boek et al.,268

1995; Whitley and Smith, 2004; Li et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019). An269

inner-sphere surface complex has no water between the ion and the surface,270

whereas an outer-sphere surface complex has ion fully hydrated by water271

(Sposito et al., 1999). It is seen that the position and height of the first272
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Na+ ion density peak near the clay surface remain essentially unchanged as273

d increases, indicating that the inner-sphere surface complexes are strongly274

associated with the clay surface. The Na+ layer(s) further away from the275

clay surface, which forms outer-sphere surface complexes, however, change276

significantly due to the change of confinement. Overall, despite the forma-277

tion of inner-layer surface complexes, a significant fraction of the Na+ ions278

are free, and they lead to a high ion concentration in the pore space between279

clay layers. Because the water environment is free of ions, the osmotic ef-280

fect will contribute toward a repulsive double layer pressure. This osmotic281

(entropic) effect, however, is counteracted by the electrostatic effect. The282

electrostatic effect arises from the attraction between each charged surface283

and the counterions in the charged brine inside the pore and contributes284

toward an attractive double layer pressure (Israelachvili, 2011). Because285

elucidating these competing effects and their net result in explicit-solvent286

MD simulations is difficult, the classical Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory287

was applied for double layer forces (Israelachvili, 2011).288

For two planar surfaces with the same charge interacting through a289

solvent-filled pore that contains only counterions, the PB equation predicts290

that the osmotic effect dominates over the electrostatic effect to give a net291

repulsive pressure (Israelachvili, 2011)292

Pdl(w) = kBTρion,w(x = 0) (1)

where w is the gap width, and kBT is the thermal energy. ρion,w(x = 0) is293
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the counterion density at the center plane of the pore (x = 0) and can be294

evaluated by solving the classical PB equation. For the present system, the295

PB equation requires three parameters: the charge density of the surface296

(taken as -0.1245 C/m2), the width of the gap, the valence of the ion (taken297

as 1), and the dielectric constant of the solvent in the gap. The pore width298

was taken as the distance between the first water density peak near each clay299

surface plus the diameter of one water molecule (∼ 0.25 nm). The dielectric300

constant of nanoconfined water can deviate from their bulk value. In ad-301

dition, singularities were observed in the perpendicular dielectric response302

function at the molecular layers close to the surface of sub-nanometer pores303

(Ballenegger and Hansen, 2005; Buyukdagli and Blossey, 2014; Schlaich304

et al., 2016). However, recent works show that the reduction of the dielec-305

tric constant in the direction normal to the surface (ε⊥) is modest unless306

the pore is substantially smaller than 1.0 nm, (Schlaich et al., 2018) e.g.,307

in a 0.92 nm-wide slit gap, ε⊥ is only 19% smaller than the bulk dielectric308

constant (Fang et al., 2019). Because the double layer force is important309

mostly in pores with d ≥ 1.85 nm (or w ≥ 0.89 nm), the effect of con-310

finement should be small and the dielectric constant of bulk water in the311

PB equation was used. These dielectric constants were calculated using the312

fluctuations of the dipole moment of bulk water according to the equation313

(Neumann, 1983)314

ε = 1 +
〈M2〉 − 〈M〉2

3ε0V kBT
(2)

where M is the dipole moment of the system and ε0 is the vacuum per-315
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mittivity. The calculated dielectric constants were summarized in Table316

1.317

The double layer pressure computed from the PB equation is shown as318

lines in Fig. 2. The predicted double layer pressure is repulsive as expected,319

and it increases from 1.68 to 6.70 MPa as d decreases from 2.60 to 1.60320

nm. For d > 2.20 nm, the predicted double layer pressure is comparable321

to the swelling pressure computed from MD simulations. We caution that322

this agreement is somewhat fortuitous as, for the surface charge density323

considered here, the PB equation overestimates the double layer force due324

to the negligence of the ion correlation (Moreira and Netz, 2001; Schlaich325

et al., 2018). Indeed, at d = 2.60 nm, where swelling pressure should be326

essentially only due to the double layer pressure, the MD result is around 0.6327

MPa smaller than the PB prediction. Even if the PB model overpredicts the328

double layer repulsion, the real double layer interactions should nevertheless329

be significant for 1.90 < d < 2.20 nm because the hydration pressure alone330

should be negative (cohesive) near the valley centered at d ≈ 1.95 nm, the331

slightly positive (repulsive) swelling pressure must have been contributed by332

the double layer repulsion. This change of the sign of swelling pressure has333

an important influence on (meta-)stable state of clay with 3 water layers334

if clay can deform freely without constraint. The (meta-)stable d-spacing335

is the intersection between the swelling pressure curve with negative slopes336

and the horizontal 0 pressure line (thin dotted line in Fig. 2). And the337

energy barrier for clay to overcome the cohesive force and swell from 3 to338
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4 water layers can be estimated by the area bounded by the 0 pressure line339

and negative swelling pressure curve. Since those two lines hardly cross340

considering the error bar in the region containing 3 water layers, it is likely341

that there is no (meta-)stable d-spacing for 3 water layers and the energy342

barrier is little at 298.15 K with 5 MPa water environment pressure.343

4.2. Temperature Effects on the Swelling Pressure344

The decreased magnitude of swelling pressure for d ≤ 1.80 nm in Figure345

3 is consistent with the results of other simulations (Brochard et al., 2017;346

Honorio et al., 2017). Because the swelling pressure in this d-spacing range347

is dominated by the hydration interactions, the decreased magnitude of348

swelling pressure is attributed to the weakening of hydration interactions.349

This temperature effect on the hydration force can be understood from the350

water density profiles. Figure 6 displays the water density profiles of cases at351

Pe = 5 MPa and various temperatures with selected d-spacings (Fig. S11-20352

show all the cases). Temperature affects water distributions significantly.353

In the absence of confinement, as T increases from 298 to 500 K, the density354

of bulk water decreases by around 27%, and the height of the first density355

peak near the clay surface becomes lower (see Fig 6). Similar trends are356

observed in the pore between the clay surface for other d-spacings (e.g., see357

Fig 6b-c). These results suggest that as T increases, the water within the358

clay gap becomes more “gas-like” and the water structure becomes more359

disordered. Consequently, the net interactions of a water molecule with its360

neighbor water molecules become weaker due to weaker steric effects, and361
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the hydration interactions are weakened.362

For d > 2.20 nm in Figure 3, the swelling pressure is dominated by double363

layer forces. Hence the reduction of repulsion as temperature increases sug-364

gests that double layer pressure is lowered as T increases. Notably, swelling365

pressure is experimentally found to increase with temperature in Na ben-366

tonite and decrease with temperature in Ca bentonite (Pusch et al., 1990;367

Villar and Lloret, 2004). A direct comparison between swelling pressure368

from simulations and experiments is challenging at present. The clay sam-369

ples examined experimentally are heterogeneous collection of numerous clay370

stacks with potentially varying size, shape, microstructure, surface charge,371

and exchangeable cations (Pusch et al., 1990; Tanaka and Watanabe, 2019).372

The swelling pressure measured represents the lumped behavior of all clay373

stacks, which depends not only on properties of individual clay stacks but374

also on how they are packed within the sample (Brochard et al., 2017). In375

contrast, the clay modeled in the simulation represents only a pair of clay376

sheets and the accompanying electrolytes, and the measured swelling pres-377

sure thus almost certainly differs from that measured on an ensemble of378

clay stacks. Nevertheless, the simulation result seems consistent with small379

angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) characterization of both Na and Ca mont-380

morillonite (Segad et al., 2010). Segad et al. (Brochard et al., 2017) showed381

that for a divalent interlayer cation, as a result of ion-ion correlations, the382

osmotic pressure as a function of clay sheet separation could become non-383

monotonic; and they thus suggested a possibility of a phase separation into384
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different hydration states as indicated by their SAXS analysis. Our result385

suggests that this nonmonotonic behavior of swelling pressure with respect386

to interlayer spacing can also occur in Na montmorillonite. As shown in387

Figure 2, two possible minima of swelling pressure occur at d-spacings ∼1.6388

and ∼2 nm, which approximately correspond to the two peaks of d-spacing389

observed with SAXS analysis (Segad et al., 2010). We also expect that such390

monotonic behaviors can also possibly observed in a temporal evolution of391

clay swelling.392

Interestingly, the opposite trend is seen for double layer pressure pre-393

dicted by the PB equation (see Fig. 3). The observed reduction of the dou-394

ble layer repulsion at elevated temperatures and its opposite trend against395

the PB prediction are attributed to the failure of the PB model in account-396

ing for the ion correlations. According to the strong coupling theory (Netz,397

2001; Moreira and Netz, 2002), ion correlations tend to reduce the double398

layer force, and the reduction grows more prominent with increasing ion399

correlations. Consequently, the relative importance of the osmotic effect is400

overestimated by the PB model, which is consistent with the present obser-401

vation that this model predicts an enhanced repulsion as T increases. The402

significance of the ion correlation effects can be gauged using the coupling403

parameter Ξ404

Ξ = 2πq3l2B|σ|/e (3)

with ion valence q, surface charge density σ, Bjerrum length lB = e2/(4πε0εbkBT ),405

vacuum permittivity ε0, and water dielectric constant εb. The PB model can406
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predict the double layer force accurately only when Ξ� 1. As Ξ increases,407

the PB model overestimates the double layer force more and more. For408

example, at Ξ = 3.06, the double layer repulsion is overestimated by about409

30%, (Schlaich et al., 2018); at Ξ = 20, the double layer force becomes410

attractive at modest surface separations, (Moreira and Netz, 2002) which411

can never occur within the classical PB model.412

Table 1 shows that, at water environment pressure of 5 MPa, the calcu-413

lated coupling parameter increases from 3.81 at 298 K to 10.13 at 500 K (see414

Table 1), which indicate there are strong ion correlations in the systems.415

The increase of Ξ with T is caused by the decrease of water’s dielectric con-416

stant at elevated temperatures. As T increases to 500 K, the enhanced ion417

correlations reduce the double layer repulsion, thus help explain the nearly418

vanished swelling pressure seen in Fig. 3. The reduced dielectric screening419

ability of water at increased temperature is simply a result of the reduced420

water density at elevated temperatures (see Fig. 6a).421

For the cases with moderate d-spacing (1.80 < d < 2.00 nm), both422

hydration force and double layer force are strong, and they compete with423

each other. Figure 3 shows that the swelling pressure generally grows less424

repulsive in this d-spacing range as T increases. For example, for d = 1.90425

nm, the swelling pressure is -4.24 MPa at 500 K as compared to 0.69 MPa426

at 298 K. Because the hydration interactions at these d-spacings are mostly427

cohesive based on the oscillation pattern seen in Fig. 3 and hydration428

interactions are weakened as T increases, the enhanced cohesion of swelling429
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pressure is primarily attributed to the weakened double layer repulsion,430

which is further caused by the enhanced ion correlation effects (see Table431

1).432

Moreover, the swelling pressure curves at 400 and 500 K cross the hori-433

zontal 0 pressure line with negative slopes. The (meta-)stable d-spacings of434

3 water layers for 400 and 500 K are 1.88 and 1.85 nm, respectively. And the435

area below the 0 pressure line is larger at high temperature. This suggests436

that the (meta-)stable d-spacing decreases and the energy barrier for clay437

to swell from 3 to 4 water layers increases as T increases at 5 MPa.438

An interesting observation of Fig. 3 is that the swelling pressure curves439

peak at different locations for 2.00 ≤ d ≤ 2.20 nm as the temperature440

increases. The swelling pressure curve of 298 K peaks at 2.20 nm and those441

of 400 and 500 K peak at 2.00 nm. Along with this, a non-monotonic442

temperature effect on swelling pressure is seen for 2.00 < d < 2.10 nm.443

These results are caused by the change of hydration interactions and can444

be understood from the analysis of water density distributions in the clay445

pore as follows.446

As T increases from 298 to 500 K, the second water peak near an isolated447

clay layer shifts toward the clay (see Fig. 6a). This shift can be understood448

as follows. Water molecules tend to “bound” to the strongly hydrophilic449

clay surface, but thermal fluctuations tend to disperse them. At T = 298 K,450

thermal fluctuations are relatively weak, and many water molecules “bound”451

to the clay surface to form the first water layer. As T increases toward 500 K,452
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thermal fluctuations are enhanced, and thus water molecules “bound” only453

to the energetically most favorable spots on the clay surface. Therefore, not454

only the height of the first water peak reduces but also its width becomes455

smaller. The less dense packing of water molecules on the clay surface allows456

water molecules in the second water layer to approach the clay closer than457

at T = 298 K. The closer approach of the second water layer is also observed458

near clay layers positioned at different d (see Fig. 6b-f), and it allows more459

layers of water to be intercalated into the pore at elevated temperatures.460

For d = 2.00 nm (see Fig. 6e), the number of water layers inside the pore461

is 4 at 400 and 500 K while only 3 water layers are seen at 298 K. Because462

the peaks of the hydration pressure, which dominates the swelling pressure,463

are associated with the squeeze-out of water layers as the d-spacing of clay464

layers reduces, the shift of the swelling pressure peak toward smaller d and465

the non-monotonic temperature effect on the swelling pressure mentioned466

above are expected.467

The finding that the swelling pressure at modest and large d-spacing468

generally becomes less repulsive is similar to that observed for cementitious469

materials (Bonnaud et al., 2016). However, it is opposite to that reported470

in a recent simulation of clay swelling at elevated temperatures (Akinwunmi471

et al., 2019). The difference is likely caused by the fact that, unlike in the472

present study that controls the water environment pressure explicitly, the473

pressure was not explicitly controlled in that study with fixed water volume474

and number. In the following section, how pressure affects the swelling475
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pressure at elevated temperatures is studied.476

4.3. Pressure Effects on the Swelling Pressure477

It is worth noting that Honorio and colleagues studied the pressure effect478

on swelling pressure over an environment pressure range of 154-222 MPa479

at 500 K, and they found the variations of swelling pressure are within480

the uncertainties of their pressure measurement (i.e., on the order of 10481

MPa) (Honorio et al., 2017). The more distinct pressure effect shown in482

Fig. 4 is likely due to the wider pressure range and more sensitive pressure483

measurement in the present study.484

For d ≤ 1.80 nm in Figure 4, the swelling pressure is dominated by485

the hydration pressure. The enhanced magnitude of swelling pressure (and486

thus hydration pressure) is mostly due to the enhanced ordering of water487

under higher pressure. The pressure effects on the water distribution inside488

the clay pores are presented in Fig. 7 with selected d (see Fig. S31-40 for489

all cases). Increasing environment pressure does not change the number490

of water layers inside the pore (and thus the position of the swelling pres-491

sure peaks/valleys). However, increasing environment pressure densifies the492

water inside clay pores, which enhances the hydration pressure since more493

water molecules inside the pores lead to stronger steric effects.494

For d > 1.80 nm in Figure 4, the swelling pressure curve is more affected495

by the double layer pressure. The lines in Fig. 4 show that the PB model496

predicts that the double layer repulsion increases as pressure increases, in497

line with the enhanced repulsion from MD predictions. The enhanced re-498
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pulsion predicted by the PB model is due to the higher dielectric screening499

of water at elevated pressures (see Table 1), which allows more ions to dis-500

tribute in space away from the clay surface, thus driving up the osmotic501

pressure (see Equation (1)). However, the increment of repulsive pressure502

observed in MD simulations is much larger than that predicted by the PB503

model, especially when the d is large. The “extra” enhancement of repul-504

sion beyond that predicted by the PB model is attributed to the weakened505

ion correlations as the environment pressure increases. Specifically, as the506

environment pressure increases from 5 to 100 MPa, the accompanying densi-507

fication of water leads to a stronger dielectric screening by the solvent water.508

It follows from Equation (3) that the coupling parameter Ξ (and thus ion509

correlations) is reduced at elevated pressures (see Table 1). Because re-510

duced ion correlations suppress the electrostatic effect, the net double layer511

repulsion is enhanced as the environment pressure is increased beyond that512

predicted by the PB model.513

Furthermore, the swelling pressure curves cross the horizontal 0 pressure514

line with negative slopes. The (meta-)stable d-spacings of 3 water layers515

for 5 and 100 MPa are 1.85 and 1.87 nm, respectively. And the area below516

the 0 pressure line is larger at low pressure. This suggests that the (meta-517

)stable d-spacing increases and the energy barrier for clay to swell from 3518

to 4 water layers decreases as P increases at 500 K.519
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5. CONCLUSIONS520

A rarely used molecular dynamics setup was applied for measuring the521

swelling pressure of the montmorillonite in liquid water. The water en-522

vironment pressure was controlled using pistons, and the uncertainties of523

measured swelling pressure were found to be small. With this setup, the524

temperature and water pressure effects on the swelling pressure were stud-525

ied, which are challenging to study and elucidate experimentally. The main526

findings are as follows:527

• The interplay between hydration pressure and double layer pressure528

controls the behavior of swelling pressure of montmorillonite in water529

with d-spacing in the range of 1.60-2.60 nm.530

• Increasing temperature from room temperature to 500 K generally531

decreases the magnitude of the oscillatory hydration pressure and532

weakens the double layer repulsion. The former temperature effect533

is attributed to the weaker interfacial layering and more disordered534

interfacial water structure at elevated temperatures. The latter tem-535

perature effect is not predicted by the classical Poisson-Boltzmann536

model and is attributed to the lower water density and thus weaker537

water dielectric screening at elevated temperatures, which tends to538

enhance ion correlations and makes the double layer repulsion less539

repulsive. The temperature effects on the swelling pressure are com-540

plicated depending on the d-spacing. For example, a non-monotonic541

temperature effect on the swelling pressure is observed for d-spacings542
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around 2.00 nm, which could be explained by the shift of the swelling543

pressure peak due to the different number of water layers inside the544

pore at different temperatures.545

• At T = 500 K, increasing the water environment pressure from 5 to546

100 MPa does not notably change the shape of the swelling pressure547

isotherm. Nevertheless, this pressure increase generally makes the548

hydration pressure stronger by enhancing water structuring near clay549

surfaces, and it also generally makes the double layer pressure more550

repulsive by weakening ion correlations, both of which are rooted in551

the considerable densification of water at elevated pressures.552

Together, these findings reveal the complicated, nonlinear dependence553

of swelling pressure on the temperature and pressure. Understanding this554

dependence could help engineering better clay materials for applications555

such as nuclear waste storage, where substantial temperature and pressure556

increase can occur.557
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION565

The one-dimensional density profiles of water and Na+ ions, and orien-566

tation profiles of water across clay pores with all d-spacings considered in567

this work are provided in the Supporting Information.568
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Table 1: Water dielectric constants and coupling parameters

Temperature (T ) [K] 298 400 500 500
Water Environment Pressure (Pe) [MPa] 5 5 5 100

Water Dielectric Constant (εb) [-] 63.58 40.01 23.23 28.30
Coupling Parameter (Ξ) [-] 3.81 5.34 10.13 6.82
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Figure 1: Molecular system for studying the swelling pressure of Na mont-

morillonite in water. Water molecules are not explicitly shown. The color

code for clay atoms: green: Na+, red: O, white: H, yellow: Si, cyan: Al,

pink: Mg. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the

reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Figure 2: Swelling pressure isotherm at 298 K and environment pressure of

5 MPa. Error bars smaller than symbols are not shown.
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Figure 3: Swelling pressure isotherms at environment pressure of 5 MPa and

different temperatures. Error bars smaller than symbols are not shown.
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Figure 4: Swelling pressure isotherm at 500 K and different environment

pressures. Error bars smaller than symbols are not shown.
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Figure 5: Equilibrium distributions of water (top panels) and Na+ ions

(bottom panels) inside the slit pore of montmorillonite with d-spacing of

1.60 (a-b), 1.80 (c-d), 1.95 (e-f), and 2.20 nm (g-h) at 298 K and 5 MPa.

The shifted density profiles from quasi-isolated clay surfaces are plotted as

thin dotted (dashed) lines and x = 0 corresponds to the center of the pore.
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Figure 6: Equilibrium density profile water near an quasi-isolated clay sur-

face (a) and inside clay pores with d-spacing of 1.60 nm (b), 1.80 nm (c),

1.90 nm (d), 2.00 nm (e), and 2.20 nm (f) at different temperatures. The

water environment pressure is 5 MPa. In (b-f), the shifted density profiles

from the quasi-isolated surfaces are plotted as thin dotted (dashed) lines

and x = 0 corresponds to the center of the pore.
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Figure 7: Equilibrium distributions of water inside the slit pores of mont-

morillonite with d-spacing of 1.60 (a), 1.80 (b), 1.90 (c), and 2.00 nm (d)

at 500 K and different pressures. The shifted density profiles from the

quasi-isolated surfaces are plotted as thin dotted (dashed) lines and x = 0

corresponds to the center of the pore.
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